Elementary & Bilingual Education MSE Concentrations
Writing Assessment Remediation Directions

Candidates who have not demonstrated writing proficiency in EDEL 511 are required to meet the following requirements in order to be approved for enrollment in the culminating course (EDEL 594, 597, or 598):

• Successfully pass all required courses with an overall GPA of 3.0, And,
• Provide proof of passing the Advance College Writing Course (English 301) with a grade of B or better
Or,
• Provide proof of improved writing through coursework and reflection (directions provided below)

It is your responsibility to make an appointment with a Writing Requirement Coordinator by the semester prior to your culminating course to submit proof of remediation and receive enrollment approval. Please contact one of the Coordinators below for an appointment:

Dr. Kim Norman: knorman@fullerton.edu; 714-278-3342
Dr. Lisa Kirtman: lkirtman@fullerton.edu; 714-278-5901

******************************************************
Directions for using coursework to demonstrate adequate writing skills for culminating project.

1. Keep a copy of your original literature review assignment, rubric, and instructor comments.

2. Select a graded (including instructor comments) research based writing assignment that you believe demonstrates improved writing skills.

3. Analyze the selected assignment in comparison to your original assignment in each of the rubric categories. Your analysis should include specific examples of how your writing has improved based on the rubric descriptors within each category.

4. Submit your selected writing assignment and your analysis to a Writing Requirement Coordinator for approval.